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MOS TALL

™

Private offices without doors or walls   
using MultiStations open space dividers in a
new taller format: MOS Tall™
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MOS Tall creates personal places in open spaces.
The laminate dividers are not permanent. It is not a
fixed architectural wall system nor complicated and
dated thick-cubicle panels.
MOS Tall dividers are the one-inch MultiStations
Open Space (MOS) panels that now reach to 85
inches in height and can be ganged to create private
office-type configurations with openness for walk-by
space. Reconfigurable private offices that function
again as places for people to call their own.

Create hallways with
                lockers and seating
MOS Tall is a clever way to create hallways with adjoining locker or seating areas.
All easily reconfigured or moved without the huge expense of architectural systems.
MOS Tall is well suited for any area that does not require a closed-in wall structure.
The internal components including the workstations, benches and lockers can be
selected from the wide selection of Three H product lines creating a variety of design
and functional choices. Add felt to the panels as a tackable surface while providing
texture and color.
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The engineering to create the solid structure for MOS Tall is achieved through a proprietary, embedded
channel design under the workstations. Three H customer service also ensures that the selected
configurations of cabinetry, bench and locker combinations meet overall structural integrity.

Proprietary solid structure engineering
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Panels
up
to
seven
feet
tall
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The design options are
numerous and include the
popular UpSide Desk, shown
here, by Three H. MOS Tall
panels come in 6 -inch
increments in widths
(from 12 to 48”) and 7 inch
increments in heights
(from 64 to 85”). Glass
inserts of 7 and 14 inches
area available on the
top of the panels.

The back-to-back
arrangements
allow for significant
personalization of
offices. The top image
demonstrates the
WorkShelf solid wood
leg desk. The lower
image has a return desk
and cabinetry selected
from the Create line.

Multiple office
furniture designs
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Integrate
Lockers

The beauty of MOS Tall is also in the ability to bring in seating, storage and lockers.
Add felt to the panels for acoustic advantages, and bench fabrics for color and texture.
All 29 Three H laminates and new textured laminates are available.

and
Seating

Fully integrated Power/Data within
and between stations

Power Data is delivered through pre-installed harnesses
that are attached under the worksurfaces. They, in turn, are
connected to a choice of desktop power data modules.

MOS Tall Advanced Design Heritage
MOS Tall is part of the original MultiStations OS (MOS) line designed by multiple Best of NeoCon, award-winning industrial
designer Jean Bourassa. MOS has been honored over the years for its original use of one-inch dividers versus
the older thicker cubicle panel systems.

PANEL SIZES

Laminate Panel
12" - 48" Wide
64" - 85" High

Laminate Panel with 7" Inset Glass
12" - 48" Wide
64" - 78" High

Laminate Panel with 14" Inset Glass
12" - 48" Wide
64" - 71" High

Please refer to these product lines for the internal components for the divider panels.
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